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Pros

1. AVG antivirus provides multiple layers of protection and the main ones are traditional
antivirus and AVG Resident Shield.

2. It monitors your PC's protection level and reports back to AVG if it finds any problems.

3. AVG only scans when your PC is idle and ensures that it doesn't distract your PC use.

4. It ignores files that it has previously scanned to save on time and resources

5. AVG antivirus has the gamer mode feature which allows you to concentrate on your
multiplayer gaming without scan and update disturbances.

6. The AVG Social Networking Protection feature protects your computer whenever you
exchange links on sites like Facebook, Twitter and MySpace.

Cons
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1. AVG does not provide telephone support and only provides e-mail and live chat support.

Summary

Overall, AVG antivirus is an impressive antivirus software program. It has continued to develop
over the years and is now one of the best in the industry. It has been tested on both Windows
XP and 7 and the results are positive.

AVG Antivirus Review

AVG is a security software company founded in 1991 and is one of the leading providers in the
industry. It has offices in Europe, United Kingdom and the United States and is also one of the
best performing antivirus software companies in the world. AVG has antivirus and Internet
security software products and it provides free and paid versions of this antivirus software. And
both versions work on Windows, Macintosh and LINUX operating systems.

AVG antivirus has been tested by many of the test labs and it has been certified by most of
them too. This shows that the software is effective at detection and removal of malware threats
like viruses, Trojans, worms and spyware. AV-Test is one of the test labs that has torture-tested
AVG and scored it for its ability to protect and repair.

It was also tested for usability and the results show that it's one of the best programs and
makes it into the top 10 antivirus list. On the Windows 7 protection test for example, AVG
antivirus had an 83% score against viruses and this is higher than the industry average of 75%.

AVG has received many positive reviews from customers. My review has ranked it sixth on its
list of antivirus software programs and that's behind top programs like BitDefender and
Kaspersky.
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AVG Technologies began in 1991 and is now one of the biggest players in the antivirus
software market with corporate offices in Europe, the United Kingdom and the United States.
AVG Anti-Virus is one of a handful of the best-performing antivirus software products in the
world.
One of the most respected and objective independent IT-security institutes, AV-Test, torture
tested AVG Anti-Virus and scored it for its ability to protect and repair. AV-Test also tested AVG
for usability. The test results show that AVG is one of the very best-performing antivirus
software products and makes it into the top handful of products in its category.
AVG Anti-Virus software uses layers of protection. The first layer is traditional antivirus, which
recognizes threats by matching them to a database of known threats. It also defends against
spyware and adware in order to protect personal information. Another layer, AVG Resident
Shield, prevents you from opening infected files. Every day there are new threats that aren’t in
any antivirus software vendor’s database. AVG collects data on fast-breaking infections from
the installed base of users who opt to share zero-day data and then updates customer PCs
automatically. This security product monitors your protection level and reports back to the AVG
lab if it finds a problem. The alert will pop up an Auto-Fix button, and if you press it, AVG will
make the correction and set itself back to the best protection mode.
AVG does not intrude on you unnecessarily. It watches for idle time before it tries to scan. And it
is intelligent enough to ignore any files that it has already scanned. It has a game mode so that
you can concentrate on a multiplayer game without enduring scheduled updates and scans.
AVG also guards your digital gaming profiles against hackers who crawl the web to steal your
World of Warcraft pets and sell them for real money.
AVG Anti-Virus software protects against internet evils in quite a few other ways as well.
Whenever you exchange links within Facebook, mySpace or Twitter, AVG checks them. The
AVG Social Networking Protection feature activates upon installation. As you surf the internet,
AVG will prevent you from landing on a site that looks suspicious. And it places a safety rating
for any link returned by a search engine.
AVG helps users with any problems with the antivirus software. In-program help is available
with a user manual and links to additional resources online. The online support center has a
FAQs section and a knowledgebase. AVG offers email support for specific inquiries, but no
phone support. More options and professional assistance with virus removal are available by
paying for premium support.
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